
The extent of the rock linings are shown on Figure 4.1 for 
the extended area including Marsden Bend, and on Figure 4.2 
for the project area. 

4.2 Foundation Depths 
I 

The design foundation depths of continuous rock linings along 
the Ewen Bridge reach were first determined as part of the 
channel management investigations of the Ewen Bridge Gateway 
study'. A variation in foundation depths was put forward, 
based on channel bed form (or general scour) calculations. 
The design depths varying between -2.5m R.L. (downstream of 
the bridge) to -4.5m R L (around the upstream Marsden Bend) . 
An additional toe of rock was included at the bottom of the 
proposed linings. 

The river works put forward for consents involved a 
continuous lining along both banks within the designated 
project area. These linings had a uniform foundation depth 
of -4.0m R L, with no additional toe. 

The general scour analysis undertaken in the Ewen Bridge 
Gateway Study has been redone, using the parameter values 
obtained from hydraulic modelling (see Appendix A for scour 
formulae). The central channel parameters were determined 
from the results of computer modelling (using the RIVERS 
programme) of the dominant flood flow of 760 m3/s, and the 
design flood flow of 2200 m3/s. This was done for both the 
existing channel, and the modified channel (as originally 
proposed - with design cross-sections). 
Scour depths were then calculated for the modified channel 
using the channel bed as obtained in the physical modelling. 
Thus maximum bed depths and mean bed depths were determined 
from the measured cross-sections of the channel formed under 
dominant flood flows - used to generate the morphological 
response and give the characteristic bed form. The flood 
levels and other flow parameters were assumed to be the same 
as in the computer modelling. 

The parameter values and resulting general scour depths are 
given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. 

The calculated maximum depths can be compared to the measured 
depths under design flood flow conditions given by the 
physical modelling for both the existing and modified 
channel. The Maza & Echavarria results compare favourably 
with the physical modelling measurements. The extreme 
changes in the existing channel were not predicted on a 
channel cross-section by cross-section basis, but the overall 
depths for design purposes were relatively accurate. Given 
the influence of the channel distortion, which is not 
djrktly taken into account in the scour formula, this was a 
satisfactory confirmation. 

The Maza & Echavarria results for the modified channel (with 
no distortion) were close to those of the physical model 
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measurements, and followed the same trend along the channel. 
The results using the existing and design bed (of the 
computer modelling) were generally more accurate, perhaps 
because the physical model bed was for dominant flood flow 
conditions rather than low flow, except around Marsden Bend. 
Around the bend, the change in channel form generated by the 
downstream channel modification, was important in predicting 
maximum bed depths. 

This comparison shows that the Maza & Echavarria results 
could be used with reasonable confidence. However, the 
physical modelling results can be used directly to determine 
suitable foundation depths for bank linings. 

The depth of the channel bed at each bank (as would be 
appropriate for lining design) is given in Table 4.3 for all 
the physical modelling runs. Lining foundation depths have 
been determined from these depths - adding a half metre 
safety margin - given the particular aspects of some of the 
modelling runs. 

The resulting design depths are given on Figure 4.1 for the 
extended area including Marsden Bend, and on Figure 4.2 for 
the project area. For the project, the right (western) 
lining has a temporary transition at the upstream end, and 
the foundation depth at the start (downstream end) of the 
transition has simply been carried through to the existing 
bank, where the lining will end. 

The lining foundation has been plotted on the modelling long 
section plots for the appropriate modelling runs, as a check 
(see Figures 4.3 to 4.6) . The lining depths are, in fact, 
robust, and would mostly be sufficient for the various bed 
depths generated by the different channel alignments and 
combinations of bank protection works that were modelled. 

These design depths would, though, be adjusted, as part of a 
modification to the lining design on account of specific site 
foundation conditions, as explained in section 4.4 below. 

4 . 3  Rock Size 

Design rock sizes were determined as part of the Ewen Bridge 
Gateway Study3, using empirical formulae. For a lining with 
a batter slope of 1%:1 the medium size dS0 was taken as 0.60m 
generally, and 0.75m where there were more severe conditions 
at the existing channel constriction. The respective lining 
thicknesses were taken as 1.75m and 2.25m. A medium rock 
size of 0.6m (which is in the middle of the B grading 
envelope of the WRC) and a lining thickness of 1.75m was used 
in subsequent design and investigations. 

Rockq7-dinings of different sized rock were tested in the 
physical model study, and the rock sizes for the proposed 
linings have been varied in accordance with the model study 
results. Larger sized rock has been specified along the 
right bank around and downstream of Marsden Bend. The flow 
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